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ASHRAE Position Document on Infectious 

Aerosols
from “Section 1. THE ISSUE”

Building science professionals must recognize the importance of facility operations and ventilation systems

in interrupting disease transmission.

Dilution and extraction ventilation, pressurization, airflow distribution and optimization, mechanical 

filtration, ultraviolet germicidal irradiation (UVGI), and humidity control are effective strategies for reducing

the risk of dissemination of infectious aerosols in buildings and transportation environments.



ASHRAE Position Document on Infectious 

Aerosols
from “Section 2.1 Airborne Dissemination”

Pathogen dissemination through the air occurs though droplets and aerosols typically generated by 

coughing, sneezing, shouting, breathing, toilet flushing, some medical procedures, singing and talking 

(Bischoff et al. 2013, Yan et al. 2018). The majority of larger emitted droplets are drawn by gravity to land 

on surfaces within about 3-7 ft *1-2 m) from the source. General dilution ventilation and pressure 

differentials do not significantly influence short range transmission. Conversely, dissemination of small 

infection aerosols, include droplet nuclei from desiccation, can be affected by airflow patterns in a space 

in general and airflow patterns surrounding the source in particular. Of special interest are small aerosols 

(<10 µm), which can stay airborne and infectious for extended periods (several minutes, hours, or days) 

and thus can travel longer distances and infect secondary hosts who had no contact with the primary host.

While ventilation systems cannot interrupt the rapid settling of large droplets, they can influence the 

transmission of droplet nuclei infectious aerosols.
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Traditional Thinking Does not Work 

During a Pandemic!



ASHRAE Position Document on Infectious 

Aerosols
from “Section 3.1 Varying Approaches by Facility Type”

Healthcare facilities have criteria for ventilation design to mitigate airborne transmission of infectious

diseases … ASHRAE does not provide specific requirements for infectious disease control in homes, 

schools, prisons, shelters, transportation or other public facilities.



What makes sense during COVID-19?



What makes sense during COVID-19?

ASHRAE62.1-2019

▪ Complicated, compliance is subject to  
interpretation–not very enforceable.

▪ VRP
▪ Ventilation ratesare basedonper person/floor  

area rather than outdoorair changes.

▪ Allowsforsignificantreductionin outdoorair  
withchanges in occupancywhenDCVis  
implemented.

▪ IAQP
▪ Lacks substance andrequires noproof of 

performance.

▪ Promotesreductionof theVRPventilation  
rates (whichmayalreadybetoo low).

ASHRAE170.1-2017

• Not subject to interpretation–very enforceable.
• Ventilation is based on roomand outdoor air

changes to maximize filter effectiveness and
displaceinfectiousdiseasewithoutdoorair.

• Has specific requirements for airborne  
infectiousdisease.

• Specifiesacceptable filtration/contaminant  
removal systemsandperformance  
requirements.

• Requires that pressurization is maintainedand 
designed to flowfromclean tocontaminated  
environments, generally requiringdifferential  
airflowcontrol toaccomplish.



Compare 62.1 ACH to 170.1

OAACH@Votdesign

ASHRAE 170.1 OAACH

ADDITIONALOAACH  

RECOMMENDEDDURINGCOVID-19

DCVOAACH (example)



ASHRAE Position Document on Infectious 

Aerosols (Section 4.1 Positions)
4.1 ASHRAE's Positions

▪ Non-healthcare buildings should have a plan for an emergency response. The following modifications 

to building HVAC system operation should be considered:

o Increase outdoor air ventilation (disable demand-controlled ventilation and open outdoor air

dampers to 100% as indoor and outdoor conditions permit).

o Keep systems running longer hours (24/7 if possible).

o Maintain temperature and humidity as applicable to the infectious aerosol of concern.

o Bypass energy recovery ventilation systems that leak potentially contaminated exhaust air back 

into the outdoor air supply.



Non-Healthcare Facilities

• Design for twooperating modes–“Normal”and“Pandemic”.

– Normal modeoperation:

• LowOccupancyDensity Spaces: Maintain the required ventilation required byASHRAE62.1 
for themaximumexpectedpopulation.

• High Density Spaces: ImproveDCVperformance bymaintaining upperand lower airflow limits. 
Estimate the population using CO2 levels and the outdoor airflow rate rather than single 
setpoint CO2-DCV. Usepopulation counting devices rather thanCO2to avoid CO2assumption 
errors and lag.

– Pandemic modeoperation(all occupant densities):

• Control outdoor airflow rates to the system’scapacity based onactual load conditions, disable 
DCV

• Properly switchover toeconomizer when asystemhas anairside economizer.



Non-Healthcare Facilities

• Maintain pressurization to minimize the migration of non-treated outdoor air 
into the building (i.e. dirt/dust, moisture, hot/cold air, etc.).
– Maintainminimumoutdoor airflowratesaboveexhaust/relief airflowrates .

– Maintainairflowdifferentials
• Between supply/return air paths (recirculating fan systems)
• Between supply/exhaust or supply/relief airflow paths (decoupled fan systems).

– Compartmentalizepressurezoneswhenpossibleby isolating thecontrol of airflow 
differentialsat eachpressurezone.

– Resetairflow differentialsof pressurecompartments(internal orexternal) to static 
pressurewhenpositive verificationof static pressure is desired (or required) rather 
thanrelyonbasicstaticpressurecontrol.

• Maintain supply air humidity to avoid desiccation of infectious aerosols.



ASHRAE Position Document on Infectious 

Aerosols (Section 4.1 Positions)
4.1 ASHRAE's Positions

▪ Healthcare buildings should consider design and operation to do the following:

o Exhaust toilets and bed pans (a must).

o Maintain temperature and humidity as applicable to the infectious aerosol of concern.

o Maintain negatively pressurized intensive care units (ICUs) where infectious aerosols may 

be present.

o Maintain rooms with infectious aerosol concerns at negative pressure.

o Provide 100% exhaust of patient rooms.

o Increase the outdoor air change rate (e.g., increase patient rooms from 2 to 6 ach).



Healthcare Facilities

• Air Changes

– Maintainroomair changesat specified levels toensuremaximumcontaminant  
extraction.

– Maintainoutdoor air changesat specified levels toensuremaximumcontaminant  
dilution.
• Maximizeventilation andproperly switchover to economizer when asystem hasanairside 

economizer.

• HumidityandTemperature

– Maintain supplyair humidity to avoid desiccationof infectiousaerosols.

– Ensurepropermakeupof exhaust air to avoid negative temperature andhumidity 
control problems.



Healthcare Facilities

• Maintain pressurization to minimize exposure to contaminants and 
infectious disease.
– Maintainminimumoutdoor airflowratesaboveexhaust/relief airflowrates .

– Maintainairflowdifferentials tomaintainpressure…
• between supply/return air paths (recirculating fan systems)

• between supply/exhaust or supply/relief airflow paths (decoupled fan systems).

– Compartmentalizepressurezones,whenpossible, by isolating thecontrol of airflow 
differentialsat eachpressurezone.

– Resetairflow differentialsof pressurecompartments(internal or external) to static 
pressurewhenpositive verificationof static pressure is desired (or required) rather 
thanrelyonsimplestaticpressurecontrol.



Questions? More information?

Contact Technical Air Systems, Inc.
NY/NJ EBTRON Representative

pscheele@technicalair.com
NY: 212-946-4935
NJ:973-285-0333
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